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WOPAO DE KUAI AND CHINESE PHRASE STRUCTURE
C.-T.

JAMES HUANG

Cornell University
This paperjuxtaposes two well-knowncompetinghypotheses about the structureof
resultativeanddescriptivesentencesin Chinese.Accordingto the P[rimary]P[redication]
hypothesis, the second verb in a ...V1...V2... sequence is treatedas the main verb of
the sentence;accordingto the S[econdary]P[redication]hypothesis,the second verb is
treatedas a complementto the first. Three majorargumentsfor PP are reviewed and
shown not to be cogent, and an alternativeanalysis is proposedfor each of the issues
raised: the distributionof A-not-A questions, negation,aspect marking,and the properties of certaincomplexcausativeconstructions.The otherwisepeculiardistributionof
the negativeand A-not-Amorphemesturnsout to follow froma principlerequiringthem
to be lexicallyrealizedin INFL, anda D-Structureanalysisof complexcausativesentences
consistentwiththe SP hypothesisexplainsthe relatedfacts in a desirableway. Additional
argumentsfor SP are presentedwhich turn on certainfacts of anaphora,verb reduplication, scope of negation,and tone sandhi.*
INTRODUCTION

1. A familiartopic in MandarinChinese syntax has to do with the proper
phrase structureanalysis of sentences like 1 and 2:
(1) wo pdo de hen kudi.
I run DEvery fast

'I run very fast.'
(2) tamen tiao de hen lei.
they jump DEvery tired

'Theyjumped till they got very tired.'
Each of these sentences has two predicates, which I will henceforthrefer to
as VI and V2. In 1, VI is the action verb pdo 'run' and V2 is the adjective or
stative verb kuai 'fast'. In 2, VI is tiao 'jump'and V2 is lei 'tired'. Sentences
CONSTRUCTIONS,
COMPLEMENT
like 1 are traditionally referred to as DESCRIPTIVE
The resultative,
and those like 2 as RESULTATIVE
CONSTRUCTIONS.
COMPLEMENT

but not the descriptive,constructionmay also take the form of 3, in which the
second verb has its own subject appearingbefore it:
dou shi le.
(3) tdmen ku de shoupa
they cry DE handkerchief also wet ASP

'They cried so much that even the handkerchiefgot wet.'
* Earlierversionsof this articlewere presentedat colloquiain 1986-87at MIT, UCLA, Cornell
University,CUNY GraduateCenter,Tsing Hua University,at the 1986InternationalConference
on Sino-TibetanLanguagesand Linguistics,and at the Centrede RecherchesLinguistiquessur
l'Asie Orientale(CRLAO),CNRS, Paris. Partof this researchwas carriedout duringmy visit to
the CRLAOin the summerof 1987,and I am gratefulto my hosts, particularlyFrancoisDell, Alan
Lucas, and Alan Peyraube,for their hospitalityand assistanceduringmy stay there. Amongthe
many people in the audiences who have provideduseful comments I am most gratefulto Len
Babby, JohnBowers, Tom Ernst,Ken Hale, AudreyLi, Mei Kuang,Tim Stowell, Ting-ChiTang,
Sandy Thompson,LiejiongXu, MoiraYip, and especially Tsulin Mei. In addition,C. L. Baker
and GrantGoodallmadea numberof helpfulsuggestionson the penultimateversion which led to
considerableimprovementsin the final version.
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All of these sentences contain the particlede, which has been historicallyderived from the verb de 'obtain'. Phonologically,de is attachedto the preceding
verb, either as a suffix or a clitic, dependingon one's theory. The syntactic
status of de is itself a controversialmatter. I will gloss it simply as DE.
The well-knownproblemwhich I will discuss in this article is the structural
relationshipbetween VI and V2, in particularthe questionof which of the two
verbs in each sentence is the main verb. This question does not arise if one
considers only the English translationsgiven above, in each of which the first
verb is clearly the main verb, and the second is embedded in a subordinate
clause or appearsin an adverbialposition. However, sentences 1-3 mightjust
as well have been translatedas 'I am fast in running','They got very tiredfrom
jumping', and 'The handkerchiefgot wet as a result of their crying', respectively, where the verb correspondingto V2 is treated as the main predicate.
The question does not arise in Englishbecause there are clear clues, based for
example on the finiteness of a verb, the presence or absence of the verb to be,
and of a complementizerlike untilor so that, to tell us which is the main verb.
In Chinese, however, none of these clues exist, since finiteness is not marked,
a stative verb need not be introducedby a copula, and the status of the particle
de is itself at issue.
There are two competingapproachesto this question in the literature.Borrowingthe terminologicaldistinctionfrom Rothstein 1983,1 shall referto these
two approaches as the PrimaryPredication hypothesis and the Secondary
Predicationhypothesis, accordingto whether V2 is treated as the main verb
(primarypredicate),or as a subordinateverb (secondarypredicate).
Accordingto the P[rimary]P[redication]hypothesis, the second verb in I is
treatedas the mainverb, and what precedes it is treatedas a sententialsubject
or a subject followed by an adverbialadjunctcontainingthe first verb, as indicated in Figures la and lb. For a sentence like 3, this hypothesis would treat
the second clause as the main clause and the first one as an adverbialclause,
as indicatedin Fig. Ic. This hypothesis was first proposedby Chao 1948, 1968
and Dragunov 1952,and has been followed or arguedfor in such works as Tai
1973, Tang 1977, Li & Thompson 1978, 1981, and C.-R. Huang & Mangione
1985,althoughthese authorsmaydiffernon-triviallyin theiranalyses of specific
constructions.'
Accordingto the S[econdary]P[redication]hypothesis, V2 in each of 1-3 is
dominatedby a maximalAP or S' which occurs as an adjunct, or secondary
predicate, either underV"(as in Fig. 2a) or directly under the matrixS (as in
| For example, Chao's original proposal (1968) was intended only for descriptive constructions
like 1. not for resultatives like 2-3. However, since the argument he produced was naturally extendable to make the same point for resultative constructions, it is not surprising that others subscribing to this hypothesis have adopted it for all of 1-3. Furthermore, for certain writers the
distinction between 1 and 2-3 is purely one of descriptive convenience, but has no theoretical
status. Li & Thompson 1981, for example, regard all of these as instances of what they call the
'complex stative construction'. Under this view, both the descriptive and the resultative constructions should have the same structural analysis, their difference being inferred under appropriate
pragmatic conditions.
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FIGURE 1. The Primary Predication hypothesis
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FIGURE2. The Secondary Predication hypothesis
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Fig. 2b).2This hypothesisis the one morefamiliarfromtradition,and is argued
for or assumed in Mei 1972, 1978, Paris 1979, Zhu 1982, Huang 1982, Ross
1984, and Li 1985, among others.
The two hypotheses representedby Figs. 1 and 2 have the following consequence for the analysis of the particlede. Accordingto the structuresin Fig.
1, de is necessarily construedwith what precedes it. On Chao's 1968analysis,
the particlein Fig. la is simply the same element as the de found in NP modification, which separates a relative clause, for example, from its head, as in
2
This usage of the term 'secondarypredication'differssomewhatfrom Rothstein's(1983)with
respect to the V2 in the resultativeconstructions,especially that in 3. Accordingto Rothstein,a
secondarypredicateis one that is relatedto some subject which does NOTform a syntactic constituentwith it. In 3, V2 is a primarypredicateof the subject'handkerchiefin the same sense that
arrivedis the primarypredicateof John in John arrived.To maintainthe term in the same usage,
we mighttalk about the entire resultativeclause containingV2 as a complex predicate,and this
complex predicatewould then be the secondarypredicateof the entire sentence.
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timen mai de sha 'the book that they bought' (lit. 'they buy DEbook'). A
variantof the hypothesis representedby Fig. la might take de to be a clausal
COMPof S'. Accordingto Figs. 2a and 2b, on the other hand, de may be conof the followingresultativeclause or the markerof the following
sidereda COMP
AP as an adverbialmodifier(cf. Ross 1984)which cliticizes to the preceding
verb, or it may be considered a suffix of the verb.
In this paperI arguefor the SP hypothesis by addressingseriously the facts
that have been claimed to support the PP hypothesis. In ?2 below, I review
the major argumentsthat have been put forth for the PP hypothesis. In ??35 I show that each of these argumentsturns out to be a non-argumentupon
closer examination.Furthermore,althoughthe facts that these argumentsturn
on present importantproblemsfor the SP hypothesis, I show that each of these
facts is more naturallyexplained under a proposed analysis that is consistent
with this hypothesis. In the remainingsections I turn to some positive arguments for Secondary Predication,and conclude with a brief summaryof the
entire argument.
ARGUMENTSFORPRIMARYPREDICATION

Three major arguments for Primary Predication
2.1. A-NOT-A QUESTIONS.

are worth considering.The first, and the best known, turns on the distribution
of the so-called A-not-A questions (and the negative morphemebu). This argument was first producedby Chao 1968, and has often been reproducedby
others attemptingto supportthis hypothesis. An example of an A-not-A question is given in 4:
(4) Zhangsan xihucn-bu-x[hucnna?
Zhangsan like-not-like
you
'Does Zhangsanlike you or not?'
As shown in 4, an A-not-A question is formedby reduplicatingthe verb of the
sentence and insertingthe negative morphemebu between the two identical
verbs. Now, considerhow an A-not-Aquestioncan be formedout of sentences
like 1-3. Crucially,note that it is V2 but not Vl that takes the A-not-A form:
(5) a. tamen pdo de kuai-bu-kuai?
they run DEfast-not-fast
'Do they run fast?'
b. *tamenpao-bu-pdode kuai?
they run-not-runDEfast
(6) a. nl pdo de lei-bu-lei?
you run DEtired-not-tired
'Are you tired from running?'
b. *n( pdo-bu-pdode lei?
you run-not-runDEtired
Given typical sentences like 4, where what is clearly the main verb appearsin
the A-not-A form, one may wonder why the A-not-A form must appear with
V2 ratherthan Vl, if Vl is the main verb. But if V2 is the main verb as pre-
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scribed by the PP hypothesis, the question disappears, and the behavior of
descriptive and resultativeconstructionswith respect to A-not-A questions is
exactly as expected. The same argumentcan be producedwith facts concerning
the,placementof the negative markerbu, as shown in negative sentences like
the following:
(7) a.

tamen pdo de bu kuai.
they run DEnot fast

'They don't run fast.'
b. *tamen bu pdo de kuai.
they not run DEfast

A tacit assumption underlyingthis argumentis, of course, that an A-not-A
question is well-formedonly if its main verb appearsin the A-not-A form.
The second argument for Primary Predication has to
2.2. LE-SUFFIXATION.

do with the distributionof verbal aspects such as the perfective le and the
durativezhe. In the constructionsunderconsideration,only V2 may take such
suffixes, but not VI:
(8) a.

timen ku de [ydnlei liu(-le)

chuldi].

out
they cry DE tears flow(-PERF)
'They cried so much that tears came out.'
b. *tamen ku-le
de [yanlei liu(-le)
chuldi].
they Cry-PERFDE tears flow(-PERF)out

This is taken to show that V2 is a full-fledgedmain verb, while V1 is a 'degenerate' embeddedverb-degenerate in the sense that it cannot take certain
suffixes, like gerundsor infinitives.An argumentof this sort appearsin Li 1975
and Li & Thompson 1978, and can be found elsewhere as well.
2.3. BINDINGCONDITION
C. The third argument is due to C.-R. Huang &

Mangione 1985,which is based on sentences like the following, first discussed
by LingdingLi 1963:
(9) [e zui

de [Zhdngsdn zhdn-bu-q(ldi]].

drunkDE Zhangsan cannot-stand-up
'Zhangsangot so drunkthat he couldn't stand up.'
(10) ejfdong

de [Zhangsdn shuo-bu-chu

hud

idi]].

excited DE Zhangsan cannot-speak-outwords come
'Zhangsanwas so excited that he couldn't speak a word.'
In these sentences, the understood subject of VI ('drunk', 'excited') is also
the subject of V2. But the subject occurs in overt form only with V2, not with
VI. If VI is the main verb, as shown by the bracketinggiven, then we have a
configurationin which the empty subject asymmetricallyc-commandsits antecedent. This is in direct violation of a very general constrainton anaphoric
relations, namely 'Condition C' of Chomsky's 1981 Binding Theory, which
requires all referentialexpressions to be free in reference from any c-commandingargument.In clear cases where VI is the mainverb, as in 11-12 below,
coreference of the matrixand the embedded subject is clearly out:
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(11) a. *ei shuo [Zhangsani bu neng Idi].

say

Zhangsan not can come

b. *td shuo [Zhangscini bu neng Idi].

he say

Zhangsan not can come

(12) a. *Hei said that Johni won't come.
b. *Hei started to cry as soon as Johni arrived home.

If VI is the main verb in 1-3, in accordance with the SP hypothesis, then
ConditionC should rule out 9-10 exactly as it does 11-12. However, if 9-10
are assumed to have the structuregiven in Fig. 3 in accordance with the PP
hypothesis, then the problemagaindisappears.In this structurethe antecedent
Zhangsan is the main clause subject and the empty category is the subject of
an adverbial clause (cf. Fig. Ic for ex. 3). Coindexing of the two subjects
(neitherof which c-commandsthe other) is of course allowed in such configurations, as examples like the following abound:
(13) ei yl

hui

ddo jia,

Zhangsani jiu

ku.

once returnto home Zhangsan then cry
'As soon as [he] arrivedhome, Zhangsanstartedto cry.'
Comparealso the English translationof this sentence to the ill-formed12b.
s

~~~~S

$'

As

VP

NP

ejidong de Zhangsdnshuo-bu-chu hua Idi.
excited DEZhangsancan't-speak-outwords come
FIGURE3.

Let us now reconsidereach of the argumentswhich have been claimed to
present problemsfor the SecondaryPredicationhypothesis, startingagainwith
A-not-A questions.
A-NOT-A QUESTIONS

A-NOT-A FORMS. First consider the problem regarding A3.1. EMBEDDED

not-A questions and bu-negation.Recall that a crucial assumptionunderlying
this argumentis that the verb that takes the A-not-A form in an A-not-A question is the main verb of that question. But this is a false generalizationthat
seems to have been inheritedfrom Chao 1968by everyone who subscribesto
the Primary Predicationtheory. A clear counterexampleto this crucial assumptionis the following sentence:
(14) ni

renwei [tdmen hui-bu-hui

Idi]?

you think they will-not-willcome
'Do you think that they will come or do you think they won't?'
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The entire sequencein 14is a directA-not-Aquestion,havingthe interpretation
indicatedin the Englishtranslation.But the A-not-Aformoccurs in the embedded clause, with the embedded (auxiliary)verb. Numerous similarexamples
can be constructed in which the main verb selects a declarativeclause as its
complement.3This sentence is not very differentfrom an ordinarywH-in-situ
question in Chinese with its relevantwH-phraseappearingin the base (D-Structure) position of an embeddedclause:4
(1S) ni

renwei [tamen zui

xihuan shei]?

you think they most like who
'Who do you think they like most?'
There are of course sentences where an A-not-A form cannot appear in an
embedded clause. In particular,the distributionof the A-not-A form is considerably more restrictedthan that of an ordinarywH-word.As shown in 16,
a direct wH-questioncan have the wH-wordappearingin a sentential subject,
an adjunctisland, and a complex NP:
Note that the PP hypothesisonly requiresthat the A-not-Aform occur with the mainverb OF
but does not rule out indirector embeddedA-not-Aquestionshaving
embeddedA-not-Aforms. Thuswell-formedsentenceslike the followingare not counterexamples
to this hypothesis:
(i) \ot()xiri(f-zifidi() In xi-hh-.x-1idn it.
1 wonder
you like-not-like he
'I wonderwhetheryou like him or not.
I z.honlgvmo.
(ii) \n! xf-h'-xi/ihuin hd\/l;
you like-not-like he not important
'Whetheryou like him or not is not important.'
In these sentences, the mainverb selects an interrogativeargument.In both cases, the A-notA form occurs with an embeddedverb, but the relevantembeddedverb is the main verb of the
embeddedA-not-Aquestion.Exampleslike 14in the text are genuinecounterexamples,however,
since these are direct questionswhose mainverbs do not occur in A-not-Aform.
4 Incidentally,although15 can easily be translatedinto Englishby simplyfrontingthe relevant
wH-phrase,the exact meaningof 14 requiresa more elaboratetranslation.This is because the
English sentence Do you thinkthey will come or not? is ambiguous,dependingon whetherthe
question is with the matrixor the embeddedpredicate(see Larson 1985for discussion),while 14
in Chinese is not. This differencebetween the two languagesseems to be relatedto the fact that
3

A GIVEN A-NOT-A QUESTION,

while English is a (syntactic) wH-movement (or wH-in-coMP)language. Chinese is a wH-in-situ

language. For a situationsimilarto 14, consider why questions in both languages.The English
question in (i) is ambiguous,but the Chinesequestionsin (ii)-(iii) are not, each correspondingto
one of the two interpretationsof (i).
(i) Why do you think John came?
(ii) n( weishenme renwei [Zhdngsan Idi-le]?

think Zhangsancome-Asp
you why
'Whyjdo you think [Zhangsancame]ti'?
(iii)

ni renwet''i
IZlI(ngxdn i1'eislIhicnme
lii-le |?
you think Zhangsan why
come-Asr

'Whyjdo you think |Zhangsancame tI'?
This differenceclearlyarises fromthe fact that why is in COMPin English(ambiguouslybinding
a trace in the mainor the embeddedclause), but in situ in Chinese. In a similarway, we may say
that while Chinese has its A-not-A operatorin situ, English has its 'A-not-A' (i.e. whether)in
COMP.
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(16) a. [wo kadnnaben shu] b(jiao
hado?
I read which book comparativelygood
'That I read which book is better?'
('Which book is it more suitable that I read?')
b. [ni kanjicn shei de shihou], Zhangsdn shui-zhdo le?
you see

who REL time

Zhangsan fall-asleep ASP

'When you saw who, Zhangsanwas already asleep?'
('Who is the person such that, when you saw him, Zhangsan
was alreadyasleep?')
c. nl zui xfhuan [piping shei de shu]?
criticize who REL book
you most like
'You like books that criticize who?'
('Whois the person such that you like books that criticizehim?')
But the verb in such constructionscannot appear in A-not-A form and have
scope over the matrixsentence:
(17) a. *[w6 kdn-bu-kan zheben shu] bljido
hdo]?
I read-not-readthis
book comparativelygood
b. *ta lai-bu-lai
de shihou, Zhangsdn shui-zhdo le
he come-not-come REL time
Zhangsan fall-asleep ASP
c. *ni z//i xfhludn Itd kcin-hu-kcin de shhl?:

he read-not-readREL book
you most like
However, the ill-formednessof these sentences has nothingto do with the Anot-A form being in an embedded clause per se, but is due ratherto the fact
thatthe interpretationrulethatis associatedwith these sentences violates island
constraints. In Huang 1982, 1983 I have argued that the distinction between
16 and 17 is due to the Empty Category Principle (ECP) of Chomsky 1981
applying at the level of Logical Form (LF). The relevant distinction here is
that, whereas 16 involves wH-phrasesin complement (object) positions, 17
involves interrogativeelements (the A-not-A forms) in adjunct,non-argument
positions. Assumingthat the wH-phrasesand the A-not-Aforms are wH-moved
in LF to an A' position c-commandingthe matrix S, the distinctionbetween
16 and 17 is reduced to that between a complementtrace and an adjuncttrace
resultingfrom long extraction-a distinctionthat falls nicely under the ECP.
For example, after wH-movementin LF, 16a and 17a have the following
structures:5
(18) [nidben.$ishu{ |s is' ii'6 kdintj bhjiio
hdoj?
I read comparativelygood
which book
(19)

IkdIn-bu-kni1s Is'o^ ts zIhehin sho ] hb,i:jo

hdoI?

read-not-read I
this
book comparativelygood
The ECP requires a trace to be properly governed, and a trace is properly
governed if and only if it is either lexically governed or antecedent-governed.
s I assume that an A-not-Aquestionis a sentence whose INFL has the feature [+ wh] which is
phoneticallyrealizedby a reduplicationof a [+ V] (verbor auxiliary)elementimmediatelyfollowing
it. Thus, the trace in 19 is actuallythat of the INFL with [+ wh]. An INFL trace is treatedon a par
with an adjunctin not being 'lexicallygoverned'.
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In both 18 and 19the trace is too farfromthe moved categoryto be antecedentgoverned by it, so in order to satisfy the ECP both traces must be governed
by a lexical category. In 18 this requirementis satisfied, since the complement
trace is lexically governedby the verb 'read'. In 19, however, the adjuncttrace
is not governed by any lexical category, so this structureis ruled out by the
ECP at LF. This explainswhy 17acannotbe used as a direct A-not-A question
meaning, 'Is it better for me to read this book, or is it better for me not to read
this book?'6The other sentences in 16 and 17 illustratethe same kind of asymmetry and can be explainedin the same way.7
Thus, abstractingaway fromindependentprinciples,there is no independent
restrictionagainst an A-not-A question whose embeddedverb takes A-not-A
form.
3.2. Y6u/-LE ALTERNATION.The grammaticality of sentences like 14 falsifies

the hypothesis that only mainverbs can occur in the A-not-Aform. Therefore,
the grammaticalityof 5a and 6a does not provideevidence that V2 is the main
verb in these sentences. We are now left with the other half of the problem:
If VI1is the mainverb in 1-3, why can't it take the A-not-Aform?This question
is significantsince it has otherwise been assumed that all clear main verbs are
capable of occurringin A-not-A form, and adoptionof the PP hypothesis provides an immediateprimafacie solutionby eliminatingthe questionaltogether.
I will show, however, that this solution is only an illusion, and that there is an
alternative,more desirable, account for the facts under consideration.
Note that a similarquestion arises in connection with the well-knownalternation of perfective aspect markersin this language, first treated in Wang's
importantwork (1965).Wangobserved that the two elements -le andyou, both
having a meaningand function similarto that of the perfective aspect, are in
complementarydistribution.The marker-le occurs only as a suffix to a verb
in affirmativesentences, while you occurs only as an auxiliaryprecedingthe
verb in negative or A-not-A contexts. This is shown in 20. (The negative morpheme bu takes the allomorphicform mei just in case it immediatelyprecedes
you 'have', whether the latter is used as a main verb or as an auxiliary.)

6
The followingsentence is grammatical,however, with the sententialsubjectinterpretedas an
indirectA-not-Aquestion:
(i) [w6 kdn-bu-kdn zhebEnshu] meiy6u guanxi.
I read-not-readthis book not-haverelation
'WhetherI read this book or not doesn't matter.'
This is also predictedby the ECP. Since in an indirectquestionthe scope of the interrogative
element is restrictedto an embeddedclause, the A-not-Aelementis short-movedto a position ccommandingthe sententialsubject, but not beyond it. The trace, thoughnot lexically governed,
is antecedent-governedin this case in accordancewith the ECP.
7 This ECPaccountof complement/adjunct
asymmetriesreceives extensivefurthersupportfrom
other areas of Englishand Chinese syntax, and from other sources, as can be seen from works
like Lasnik& Saito 1984,Chomsky1986,Koopman& Sportiche1986,Carstens1986andreferences
cited there. Workby Larson1985also shows thatthe interpretationof disjunctionscope in English
is constrainedby ECP, in a way similarto that of A-not-Aquestionsin Chinese.
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Lisi.
(20) a. tdmenpian-le
Lisi
they cheat-PERF
'They cheated Lisi.'
b. tdmen meiyou pian Lisi.
they not have cheat Lisi
'They did not cheat Lisi.'
c. tamen y6u-mei-y6u pian Lisi?
they have-not-havecheat Lisi
'Did they cheat Lisi?'
Crucially,the mainverbpiin, if suffixedwith perfective-le, cannotbe negated
or occur in A-not-A form:
Lisi.
(21) *tamen bu pian-le
they

not cheat-PERFLisi

Lisi?
(22) *tdmenpian-bu-pian-le
Lisi
cheat-not-cheat-PERF
they
In order to use the perfective -le in these contexts, something must be inserted

before the main verb. For example, 23, with the copula shi (here used as a
markerfor the emphaticmodality),allows -le in these contexts.
Lisi.
(23) a. tdmen bu shi pian-le
they

not be cheat-PERFLisi

'It is not the case that they cheated Lisi.'
Lisi?
b. tamen shi-bu-shipian-le
Lisi
they be-not-be cheat-PERF
'Is it the case that they cheated Lisi?'
A related fact is indicatedin 24:
(24) a. tdrnen lcii le.
they come PERF/INCH
'They came/have come. (Perfective)
'They come now.' (Inchoative)
b. tamen bu lai le.
they not come INCH
'They do not come any more.'
c. tamen mei you Idi.

they not have come
'They did not come.'
It is fairly well known that a sentence-final-le immediatelyfollowing a verb
has two aspectualmeanings:perfective or inchoative(see Teng 1973and Li &
Thompson 1981for discussion). This is reflectedin the ambiguityindicatedfor
24a. However, the perfective meaning disappears in a negative context, as
shown in 24b (cf. 24c), thus showingagainthatthe perfective-le is incompatible
with an immediatelypreverbalbu.
This rangeof facts is accountedfor by Wang 1965in terms of a rule of 'affixhopping', which obligatorilyshifts a base-generatedyou to postverbalposition
in affirmativecontexts (followed by a morphophonemicrule of you -l -le) but
is blocked otherwise.
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The patternof-le/y6u alternationshows that it is not true that all main verbs
can be directly negated and occur in A-not-A form. There is no doubt that in
sentences like 20a 'cheat' is the main verb. But it cannot be negated by bu or
A-not-A-questioned.This further shows that the distributionof buiand Anot-A questions is independentof the identificationof the main verb.
OFBU. What explains the -lely6u alternation anyway? Wang's
3.3. THESCOPE

1965treatmentinvolvingaffix-hoppingseems to be an accuratedescriptionof
an importantpattern in Chinese grammar,though the very existence of this
pattern remains to be explained. As a step toward a possible explanation I
propose the following principle:
(25) PrincipleP: The negativemorphemebu forms an immediateconstruction with the first V? element following it.
Assume that bu is locally (Chomsky)-adjoinedto V?. This has the effect of
creatinga negated V. Considernow the ill-formed21-22. Accordingto 25, the
relevant portion of the structureof 21 is as follows:
(26) [[vo bu [vo pian]] le]
cheat PERF
not

According to this structure,the negative is filrstattached to the verb 'cheat',
and then the perfective-le is attachedto the negatedverb. But such a structure
must be ruled out for semanticreasons: it is absurdto assign the perfective to
a negated verb, just as it is contradictoryto assert the completion of some
event that one says does not happen.8For a similarreason, a verb that is being
A-not-A-questionedcannot take the perfective.9
Considernow the well-formed20b. Assumingy6u 'have' to be a memberof
the AUXcomplex dominatedby INFL,the structureof 20b is then 27, given
PrincipleP:
(27) [s tamen [INFL mei YOu] [vP pifan Lrsi]]
not have
cheat Lisi
they
8I am, of course, referringto 'contradictorynegation'but not to 'contrarynegation'in this case.
In the latter case, a negativelexical verb like undo, disprove,fail (to V), can of course take the
perfective.
9 That is, assumingthat an A-not-Aquestioninvolves a [+ wh] INFLin preverbalpositionthat
is also subject to a principlelike 25. This semanticexplanationfor the ill-formednessof 21-22 is
in line with that of Li & Thompson(1981:205).In theirterms -le is used only with expressionsof
a 'boundedevent', andsince an event thatdoes not happen(orwhoseexistence is beingquestioned)
is not a boundedevent, it cannot take -le. However, Li & Thompsondo not provide us with a
crucialstep to arriveat this explanation.More specifically,note that in the absence of something
like our PrincipleP, there is no reason why strings like 21-22 may have only the semantically
incompatibleinterpretations.It is not obvious, in the absence of 25, why one cannot negate or
questiona propositionexpressinga 'bounded'event (e.g. assertingthat it is not the case that they
cheatedLisi). Such wouldbe the case, in fact, if the relevantpartof 21 had the structure[bu[pianle]] with the negationhavingscope over the perfectiveverb pian-le. Li & Thompson'sproposal,
in other words, does not by itself rule out 21 as a way of expressingthe messageconveyed by the
well-formed20b, and thus falls short of providinga real explanation.Notice, however, that this
latter situationis excludedby PrincipleP. This principleis proposedhere because it is needed to
put the relevantidea to work.
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What we have here is a negated perfective 'have' which has scope over the
entire VP. This sentence conveys the perfectly sensible message that their
cheating of Lisi has not taken place. The occurrenceof preverbaly6u has the
effect of 'insulating'(so to speak) the main verb 'cheat' from being directly
negated. Similarly, in 23a the insertion of shi keeps the bu in INFL, and the
result is a negated shi having scope over the entire VP containing-le.
(28) Ls timen
they

[INFL

hbu-shiJ[vp pian-le
LIsi]].
not-be
cheat-pERFLisi

'It is not the case that they cheated Lisi.'
The use of a preverbalshi or you thus has the effect of 'do-support', in preventing buifrom being cliticized to the main verb in cases where this would
lead to absurdity.'0
If this interpretationof -lely6u alternationis on the righttrack, then we also
have an explanationfor why VI cannotbe negatedor A-not-A-questionedwhen
followed by a resultativeor descriptive expression, as in 1-3. PrincipleP requires that sentences with bu precedingVI have structureslike 29:
de hen kuai].
(29) a. *tdmen[[bu-pado]
not-run DE very fast
they
b. *tdmen[[pado-bu-pado]
de hen kuai]?
run-not-run
DE very fast
they
These strings are ruled out semanticallybecause they assert that someone is
fast with respect to some event, but at the same time presuppose the nonexistence of, or question the existence of, the relevant event. Notice that our
theory predicts, correctly, that bu or A-not-A can precede VI as long as it is
supportedby an element in INFL:
(30) a.

ta mei-you pao de hen kudci.

he not-have run DE very fast
'He did not run fast.'
b. ta bu-shi pdo de hen kuai.
he not-be run DE very fast
'It is not the case that he runs fast.'
c. ta bu-hui pdo de hen kuai.
he not-will run DE very fast
'He will not run fast.'
(31) a. ta you-mei-you pdo de hen kudi?
he have-not-haverun DE very fast
'Did he run fast?'
b. ta shi-bu-shipdo de hen kuai?
he be-not-be run DE very fast
'Is it the case that he runs/ranfast?'
10 The

'do-support' effects of shi and y6u have also been pointed out by Moira Yip. It is also
possible to pursue a non-semantic explanation of the facts under discussion, as Yip 1986 has set
out to do for a range of related facts in Cantonese.
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c.

td neng-bu-nengp6o de hCn kuai?
he can-not-can run DE very fast
'Can he run fast?'
In this connection, comparethe following English data:
(32) Does he runfast?
a. ?*No, he doesn't run.
b. No, he runs slow.
As shown, 32 cannot simply be a yes/no question about whether he runs or
not. On the other hand, it can be a question about the truth of fast alone, or
about the truth expressed by the entire string runfast. Similarly,He doesn't
runfast can be a negationof fast alone or of the combinationof run+fast, but
not of run alone. These patternsare clearly similarto the Chinese facts under
consideration.The differenceis that the patternsare displayedmore 'overtly'
in Chinese thanin English.In Chinese, V2 alone is negatedor questionedwhen
it is directly preceded by bu or when it is turned into an A-not-A form. The
entire combinationV1 + V2 is negated or questionedwhen buior the A-notA form appears in the matrix INFL (as in 30-31) c-commandingboth V1 and
V2. Given our PrincipleP, a sentence in which VtIis directly preceded by bu
or appearsin A-not-A form would be interpretedas one that negates or questions VI alone, and such sentences are ruled out as ill-formedfor the same
reason that explains the possible interpretationsof 32 in English.
Again, note that 32 also shows that the distributionof A-not-A and bu is
independent of the syntactic notion of main-verb-hood.Both English and
Chinese are subject to the restrictionthat VI run cannot be negated or questioned alone. But in Englishthere is no doubt that VI is the main verb. So the
same semanticfact cannotbe used to establishthat, in Chinese, V2 is the main
verb.
3.4. MOREON PRINCIPLE
P. PrincipleP thus seems to enable us to explain
the facts in a ratherplausibleway, as it ties togethertwo heretoforeunrelated
areas of Chinese syntax: -lely6ualternationand the distributionof A-not-Aand
negation in sentences like 1-3. It is clear that an explanationof 1-3 based on
analyzing V2 as the main verb does not also account for -lely6u alternation.
However, it is unlikely that PrincipleP exists as an independentprinciple
of Chinese. It would be highly desirableto derive it as a theorem from some
other generalprinciple(s)of UniversalGrammar.There may be a generalprinciple that NEGmust be attached to, and lexically realized with, a V? (or more
generally X?) element. This may, in turn, be a special case of the more general
requirementthat elements in INFL(tense, AGR,and other elements of modality)
must be lexically realized,a requirementthatmotivatesKoopman's1984theory
of verb-movement,for example (cf. also Chomsky 1986).1I In line with the Vmovement hypothesis, we may assume that bu is base-generatedas a bound
form in an INFL node which, if containingno lexical material,triggers Koop11The requirementto realize INFL lexically may still be reducedto deeper reasons, e.g.
so as
to enable INFL to assign Case to the subject(Koopman1984).
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man's verb-raisingrule. Adoptingthe extended X' notationof Chomsky 1986,
a sentence like tamen butxihuanLtsi 'They do not like Lisi' will then have the
structure in 33:12
(33) [ip tamen Lx [o hli xlhudn;] [vp Iv" t;] LIsi]]]

not like
Lisi
they
Whetheror not PrincipleP can be furtherderived in this way, it suffices for
our purposes to show that there is some real evidence that bu forms an immediate constituentwith the zero-level category that follows it. For example,
there are certainlexical items that are clearly the result of fusion of bu + V?.
Three such examples are shown in 34:
(34) bui+ydo=bie
'(You) don't come!'
(no)bie ldi!
bi +y6u=meiy6u tacmenmeiyou Idi. 'They didn't come.
'You needn't come now.'
ni beng Idi le.
bu+y6ng=beng
The intimate relationshipbetween bu and the immediatelyfollowing element
is also evident from historicaldata. Since Ting 1933, it has been widely recognized as a fact of Archaic Chinese that when bu was immediatelyfollowed
by the pronounzhl 'it', the two syllables fused intofi. Considerthe following
passage from Liji, or the Book of Rites:
shi, bu zhl qi zhi ye;
(35) sul
ybu jid ydo, fu
though have good food, not-it eat not know its taste PRT
sul
y6u zhi ddo, fu
xue, bu zhf qi shdn ye;
though have top truth, not-it learn not know its good PRT
shi yT
xue rdnhou zhl bu zu,....
this reason learn afterwardsknow not enough
'Even thoughyou may have good food, if you don't eat it you won't
know its taste. Even thoughthere are top theories of truth,if you
do not learn them you won't know their virtue. For this reason,
one realizes one's lack of sufficientknowledgeonly afterone has
learned, ....'
In this example, note cruciallythat the negativeformfu is only followed by a
transitiveverb WITHOUT an overt object, whereas the form bu is only followed
by a transitiveverb with an object or by an intransitiveverb. The semantics
of each sentence, furthermore,indicates that the missing object must be zht
'it'. Given that pronominalobjects in ArchaicChinese occurredpreverballyin
negative and interrogativecontexts (possibly a case of cliticizationas in some
Romance languages,amongothers), examples like 35 provide strong evidence
for Ting's 1933claim thatf is the result of fusing bu and zht.
The close relationshipbetween bu and the following element is also evidenced by the fact thatNEGcannotoccur withouta followinglexical element:13
12
This requiresthat there be an INFL node immediately preceding kuai in tdmenpao de kuai
'they run fast', which in turnentails that kuai is dominatedby IP in additionto AP.
13
That the negativebu does not occur freely has been observedby several scholars. See Yang
1971and the referencescited there. One exception to this generalizationis the use of bu to mean
'no', as in bu, ta mei Idi 'No, he didn't come'.
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(36) "Zhangsanxfhudnzheben shu, Lisi bu.
book Lisi not
Zhangsan like this
likes this book, (but) Lisi not.'
"*'Zhangsan
(37) Zhangsan xihucn zhebGnshu, Lisi bu xThudn.
book Lisi not like
Zhangsan like this
'Zhangsanlikes this book, (but) Lisi doesn't.'
Finally, there is also some possible evidence for the supposition that \
movement has taken place in contexts like 37. Accordingto the V-movemer
hypothesis, the verb xihudn 'like' in the second clause of 37 has moved out (
VP into INFL, where it forms an immediate constituent with bu. Therefore
following xihudnin 37, there is a null VP (and not just a null object). This ide
coincides with the intuitionthat Chinese sentences like 37 are really on a p2
with VP ellipsis constructions in English. Consider the following Englis
sentences:
(38) a. "Johnlikes this book, but Bill not.
b. John likes this book, but Bill doesn't.
The auxiliarydo in 38b seems to serve no morepurposethanto lexically suppol
an element in INFL.Now, the repetition of the verb xihudn 'like' in 37 als
seems to serve no otherpurposethan 'do support'.14That is, althoughthe ver
is repeated in 37, there is no more content of a VP node in the second claus
of 37 than there is in its Englishtranslation,or in 38b. The idea that the secon
clause of 37 contains a null VP rather than a mere null object also receive
support from the fact that such apparent 'null-objectconstructions' exhib
strict/sloppy ambiguityof the sort typical of VP ellipsis. Thus, just as 39 i
ambiguousbetween a strict (referential)and a sloppy (bound-variable)readin
of the deleted pronounhis in English, the Chinese sentence 40 is ambiguou
in a similarway:
(39) John saw his mother, and Mary did, too.
(40) John kdnjidn-letade mama, Mali ye kdnjidn-le.
John see-PERF his

mother Mary also see-PERF

'John saw his mother, and Mary did, too.'
In both 39 and 40, either John and Mary saw the same woman (the stri
reading),or both of them saw theirown respectivemothers(the bound-variabi
reading). There is no third reading:if John and Mary saw different womer
then they must have seen their own mothers. This range of facts in Englis
receives a fairly naturalexplanationfrom the theory developed by Sag 197
and Williams1977.Accordingto Sag's account,for example, 39 is characterize
as well-formedjust in case the empty VP correspondsin Logical Form to a >
expression that is an 'alphabeticvariant' of the A-expressionassociated wit
the antecedent VP. If the antecedentVP in 39 is translatedinto Ax(x saw hi
mother), the pronoun his is taken to be referential. The empty VP will b
14 The correlationof the lack of an actualprocess of 'do-support'with the need to repeata ver
has been observed for Japaneseby Kuno 1978. WhereasKuno takes this correlationat its fac
value to explain why there is no VP ellipsis in Japanese, I am suggestingthat examples such a
37 are indeed examplesof VP ellipsis (in disguise).
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translatedinto the same expression, and we have the strict reading. On the
other hand, if the antecedentis translatedinto Kx (x saw x's mother), then the
pronounis taken to be a variablebound to whoever the A-predicateis a predicate of, and we have the sloppy reading.This account correctly predicts that
the antecedentof the sloppy pronounis restrictedto the binderof the K-expresof the empty VP). Thus, although 41 has a sloppy
sion (the LOCALSUBJECT

reading according to which Bill saw Bill's mother, it does not have another
sloppy readingaccordingto which Bill saw Mary's mother:
(41) John saw his mother, and Mary knew that Bill did, too.
Crucially, all this is achieved under the assumptionthat the availabilityof a
sloppy readingdepends on the existence of a category correspondingto a Kexpression. Turningnow to the Chinese example in 40, if it is hypothesized
that the second clause is followed by a null VP whose verb has been raised to
INFL, the strict/sloppyambiguityof the sentence follows immediately,and so
does the lack of a second sloppy reading(meaningthat Bill saw Mary'smother)
in 42:
(42) John kdnjidn-letade mama, Mali zhidao Bill ye kdnjidn-le.
John see-pERF his

mother Mary know Bill also see-pERF

'John saw his mother, and Mary knew that Bill did, too.'
on
the
other hand, the second clause of 40 is assumed to have merely a
If,
null object, such an empty category would not be translated into a lambda
predicate, since NPs denote individualsbut not properties. In order to allow
for one (but not more than one) sloppy readingin 40 and 42, it would be necessary to state ad hoc conditions on the null object which duplicateprecisely
the Sag-Williamsaccount, but which miss an importantgeneralizationotherwise capturedby that account.
Our consideration of the distribution
COUNTEREXAMPLE.
3.5. AN APPARENT

of bu and A-not-A questions will not be complete without a mention of sentences of the following sort (broughtto my attentionby Y.-H. Audrey Li):
(43) ruguo ni bu pdo de kudi, ni jiu de-bu-ddojidngpin.
if
you not run DEfast you then can't-get prize
'If you don't run fast, then you won't get the prize.'
(44) bugudn ta pdo-bu-pdode kudi, ni dou de-bu-ddojidngpin.
regardless he run-not-run DEfast

you all can't-get

prize

'Regardlessof whetherhe runsfast or not, you won't get the prize.'
These sentences each contain an adverbialclause whose VI (but not V2) directly follows bu (as in 43) or occurs in A-not-Aform(as in 44). These sentences
directly falsify the PP hypothesis, which crucially assumes that only V2 may
take bu or the A-not-A form and which identifies V2 as the main verb on the
basis of this (now false) assumption. On the other hand, these sentences do
not falsify the SP hypothesis, which does not relate the identityof a main verb
to the distributionof bu and A-not-A; but they do raise a question about our
analysis under this hypothesis, in particularour PrincipleP. If, according to
this principle, bu forms an immediateconstituent with VI in 43-44, then the
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same semantic constraintthat was invoked to rule out sentences like 21-22,
and the (b) sentences of 5-7, should also rule out 43-44.
It can be shown, however, that the sentences 43-44 do not present a real
problemfor our analysis. Whatour analysis predicts, in these cases, is that bu
is not immediatelyattached to pao in such contexts as 43-44, though it is in
the other contexts. There is reason to believe that this is indeed the situation.
One obvious differencebetween 43-44 on the one hand and 21-22, Sb, 6b,
7b on the other is that in the former,but not in the latter, the V1-V2 sequence
is embeddedas an adverbialadjunctclause which carries with it a meaningof
volition or of future modality, though the element of modality is not overtly
expressed with words like hui 'will' or xiang 'want to'.'15Whatis crucialis not
that the clause containingV1-V2 must be embedded per se, but that it has a
(possibly abstract)future or volition modality in it. In fact, although one of
them was markedas ungrammatical,in fact both sentences in 7 (repeatedbelow)
are grammaticalas long as they are understoodwith the right meaning:
(7) a. timen pdo de bu kuai.
they run DE not fast

'They don't run fast.'
b. tamen bu pdo de kuai.

they not run DE fast
'They won't run fast.'
In particular,7b means that they won't run fast (meaningperhaps that they
refuse to do so), but cannot be understoodas a general statementabout them
that they don't run fast. The semantic contrast between 7a and 7b is nicely
broughtout in the following contexts:
(45) a. td pdo de bu kudi, shi yinwei

td pdo-bu-kudi.

he run DE not fast be because he can't-run-fast
'He doesn't run fast, because he can't run fast.'
b. td bu pdo de kudi, shi yinwei

td bu xidng pdo.

he not run DE fast be because he not want run
'He won't run fast, because he doesn't want to run.'
The semantic contrastsuggests that in 43-44, 7b, and 45b, there is an abstract
modality element in INFL that supports bu and prevents bu from forming an
immediateconstituentwith the verb pdo, and these sentences are well formed
because no semantic anomaly of the sort described above need arise. Stated
in a slightly differentway, the bu in these sentences means 'won't' and not
simply 'not'. And the A-not-A question in 44 is a question about the choice
between 'will' and 'won't', not aboutthe choice between 'run'and 'not run'.'6
'5 In English, the future modality is also unexpressed in conditional clauses, as in If it rains
tomnorro', ...
'6 A question arises here as to how we get the form pao-bu-pao in 44 even when the sentence
is a question about an abstract modal, 'will or won't'. In Huang 1987 I show that an A-not-A
question is a constituent question with a [+wh] INFL constituent (much as a wrhy-question is a
constituent with a [+ wh] adverbial constituent). This [ + wh] INFL is phonetically realized in Mandarin Chinese via a rule of reduplication, which reduplicates a phonetic string to its right and inserts
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The situation observed here in Mandarinwith sentences like 43-45 is also
observablein otherChineselanguages.For example, in Taiwanesethe negative
morphememncannot in generaloccur withouta followingverb or auxiliary(see
Li 1971and Lin 1974):
chi: asi bou?
(46) a. ii u
(bou=m+u)
have
you
money or not-have
'Have you money or haven't you?'
b. *li u
chi: asi m?
have
you
money or not
(47) a. ii ai chitbunchheh asi m-ai?
book or not-like
you like this
'Do you like this book or don't you?'
b. *li ai chitbunchheh asi m?
book or not
you like this
(48) a. Ii bat khi Bikok asi m-bat?
you EXP go America or not-Exp

b. *li

'Have you been to America or haven't you?'
bat khi Bikok asi m?

you EXP go America or not

These examples echo our 36-37 in Mandarin,providingfurtherevidence for
our PrincipleP. An exception occurs, however, in sentences like the following
(but only in such sentences):
khiBikok asi m-ai?
(49) a. 1i be
you want-to go America or not-want
'Do you want to go to Americaor don't you want to?'
b. 1i be
khi Bikok asi m?
you want-to go America or not
'Do you want to go to Americaor not?'
As indicatedin 49b, the negativem can occur alone precisely where it is related
to a volitional modality, so that it really means 'won't' or 'not want to', not
simply 'not'.17Again, the seemingly exceptional behavior of m in 49b can be
explained by the postulation of an abstract element in INFL which combines
with m into a negated INFL.
bu between the originaland its copy. Pao-bu-paois the phoneticrealizationof the [ - wh] INFL in
44, and no V-raisinghas taken place here. Whatis being questionedis not pao, but the abstract
INFL c-commandingthe entire VP. There is independentevidence that the scope of the question
is not relatedto the lengthof the reduplicatedstring. For example, the reduplicationcan affect a
meaninglesssubpartof a verb, as in (i):
(i)

nY x(-ba-xfhuan Lisi?

you like-not-like Lisi
'Do you like Lisi or not?'
Althoughwhat is reduplicatedis the first (meaningless)syllable of xthuan meaning'like', the
question is clearly not about such meaninglesselements.
'' This is the reason why Li 1971postulatesthe occurrenceof two m's in Taiwanese:m, and
m2: m, is the pure negative which cannot occur free and m2 is the negation of 'want to' and can

occur free.
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We can conclude, then, that although sentences like 43-44 directly falsify
the PP hypothesis, they not only do not constitute a problemfor the SP hypothesis but, in fact, provide additionalconfirmationfor a predictionmade by
our analysis.
LE-SUFFIXATION

4. Let us now consider the second argumentfor the PP hypothesis. The
crucial fact regarding1-3 is that only V2-not V1-may be suffixed with -le.
Here again, I will show that this does not bear on which of the two verbs is
the main verb.
On the one hand, any verb that can take -le in a main clause can also take
-le when embeddedunder such verbs as 'think' or 'say':
(50) a. Lisi dad-le ta.
Lisi hit-PERF he

'Lisi hit him.'
b. Zhangsan yiwei Lisi da-le

ta.

Zhangsan think Lisi hit-PERFhe

'Zhangsanthoughtthat Lisi hit him.'
On the other hand, there are many main verbs that cannot take -le. It is well
known, for example, that stative predicatesdo not take -le:
(51) *tcmen xihuin-le Lisi.
they

like-PERFLisi

'They liked Lisi.'
As Li & Thompson have argued, a central requirementfor the use of the
suffix -le is that the verb to which it is attached must be one that denotes a
'boundedevent', i.e. an event being viewed in its entirety (1981:185-202).Ex.
51 is thus ill-formedbecause the stative verb 'like' does not express an event,
much less a 'bounded'one. This condition, it seems, is enoughto explainwhy
in 1-3 the mainverb cannottake -le. Althoughverbs like pdo 'run', tiao 'jump',
and ku 'cry' can express boundedevents and can take -le in simple sentences,
when they are followed by a descriptiveexpressionthey do not BYTHEMSELVES
refer to bounded events. In Li & Thompson's terminology, sentences like 1
are 'complex stative constructions',and as stative constructionstheir verbs of
course do not take -le: 18
(52) *tamenpdo-le de hen kudi.
they run-PERFDE very fast
'They ran very fast.'
18

Compare52 to the well-formed(i), wherepdo does take -le:
(i)

tdmen hen kuai
de pdo-le.
they very quickly DE run-PERF

'They very quicklyran away.'
The essential differencebetween a postverbaland a preverbalhen kuai is that a sentence with
postverbalhen kudiis stative, expressinggeneralproperties,whereasone with preverbalhen kuai
is active, referringto specific(andoften bounded)events. In thisregard,consideralso the difference
between fast and quicklyin English. A preverbalmanneradjunctseems to necessarily refer to
specific events, but a postverbal adverb can be generic: *He quickly runs, He runs quickly; *He
fast ran, He ran fast.
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As for the resultativeconstructionsin 2-3, even though such constructionsAS
A WHOLE
may denote bounded events, it is by virtue of the resultative complementdenotedby V2 thatthey do so. Thatis, the resultativeclause containing
V2 does the job of 'perfectivizing'V1 (Li & Thompson 1981:206).The VI in
each case does not in itself denote a bounded event, and therefore does not
take -/.19
BINDINGCONDITION
C
Consider now the argument involving
OFTHECONDITION.
5.1. IRRELEVANCE

sentences like 9-10, repeatedbelow:
(9) [e zui de [Zhangsanzhdn-bu-qilaif]].
drunkDE Zhangsancannot-stand-up
'Zhangsangot so drunkthat he couldn'tstand up.'
hud ldi]].
(10o)[ejtdong de [Zhdngsdnshuo-bu-chu
excited DE Zhangsancannot-speak-outwords come
'Zhangsanwas so excited that he couldn't speak a word.'

These sentences present an importantproblemfor the SP hypothesis because,
under this hypothesis, the understoodlogical subject of V1 c-commands its
antecedent, in violationof ConditionC. The problemdoes not arise underthe
PP hypothesis, because V1 and its subject would be containedin an adverbial
clause, and neither the empty category nor its antecedent c-commands the
other. This is a very interesting piece of prima facie evidence for Primary
Predication.
There is an importantfact about these sentences, however, that previous
researchershave not noticed. This concerns a crucial semantic difference between 9-10 and the following counterparts,where the subject position of VI
is filled with Zhangsan and that of V2 with an empty category:
(53) Zhangsdni zui

de [e, zhan-bu-qtldi].

Zhangsan drunkDE cannot-stand-up
'Zhangsanwas so drunkthat he couldn't stand up.'
(54) Zhdngsdnijtdong

de [e, shuo-bu-chu

hua

Idi].

Zhangsan excited DE cannot-speak-outwords come
'Zhangsanwas so excited that he couldn't speak a word.'
Whereasin 9-10 thereis an implicit(butsalient)argumentfulfillingthe thematic
role of an external Causerwhose referenceis understoodin discourse, in 5354 there is no such argument.Thus, accordingto 54 Zhangsancan be excited
for no reason or for unknownreasons, but accordingto 10 an external cause
for Zhangsan'sexcitement is understood,so that the latter is better translated
as '(It) got Zhangsanso excited that he couldn't speak a word.' Exx. 53-54
can be used to initiate a discourse, but 9-10 would be ill-formedif used in a
situation where the implicitcauser has no definite reference.
The fact that exx. 9-10 involve an implicit Causer suggests that the empty
subject precedingVI is not coindexed with the c-commandedZhangsan, but
is instead a free zero pronoun referringto the understood Causer. If this is
19Mei 1981has arguedindependentlythatthe resultativeexpressesthe perfectivenessof a given
event. He also argues, among other things, that the perfective-le is in fact historicallyderived
from a resultativecomplement.
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correct, then these sentences do not constitutea problemfor BindingCondition
C, anda potentialargumentfor the PP andagainstthe SP hypothesisdisappears.
Independentevidence for this analysis of 9-10 comes from the fact that, if the
understood external Causer is spelled out lexically, it occupies precisely the
subject position precedingV1:
(55) zhepfngjiu zui de [Zhangsanzhan-bui-qildi].
this
wine drunkDE Zhangsan cannot-stand-up
'This bottle of wine got Zhangsanso drunkthat he couldn't stand
up.'

shuo-bu-chu
hua Idi].
(56) zhejijn shi jidong de [Zhcidngsdn
this
event excited DE Zhangsan cannot-speak-outwords come
'This event got Zhangsanso excited thathe couldn't speak a word.'
As a possible objectionto the claim that the empty subject in 9-10 refers to
an externalCauserbut does not co-referwith the embeddedsubject, one might
suggest that the Causer 'this bottle of wine' or 'this event' in 55-56 in fact
occupies the topic position but not the subject position of these sentences.20
This suggestion has the potential of enablingone to maintainthat the empty
subjectpositionprecedingVI in 9-10 is still coindexedwith Zhdngsan,thereby
preservingan argumentfor the PP hypothesis. Actually, however, such a view
is untenable. If 'this event' in 56 occupies the topic position followed by a
subject e coindexed with Zhangsan, then 56 should be semanticallyon a par
with 57:
(57) zhe&idn
shi, Zhangsunijidong de [e, shuo-bu-chu
hud
this
event Zhangsan excited DE cannot-speak-outwords
ldi].
come
'As for this event, Zhangsanwas so excited that he couldn't speak
a word.'
But there is an important(though perhaps subtle) semantic difference between 56 and 57. In 57, the relationshipbetween the topic and the comment
is a vague 'as for' relationship.The topic need not be understood to be the
Causer of Zhangsan'sexcitement;it mightrefer to somethingZhangsanis excited about, and it may be that somethingor someone else (or he himself) has
caused his excitement about the topic. But in 56 'this event' is directly understood to be the Causerof Zhangsan'sexcitement. The contrastbetween 56 and
57 suggests that even if 'this event' or 'that article' occupies the topic position
in 56, it still binds the empty subject position before Vl, rather than being
loosely related to the comments by an 'aboutness relation' (as in 57). If so,
then the empty subjectbefore VI is not coindexed with the NP before V2, and
again there is no violation of bindingprinciples.
There is considerable additionalevidence for the subjecthood of the NP
preceding VI. For example, in the following sentence the reflexive zijl 'self
20

I am indebtedto Tom Ernstfor discussionof this point.
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takes the pre-V1 NP as its antecedent:21
(58) (ta zhengtidn qi

mad.)ei bd zij]i qi

de mdn-tou-da-hcn.

he whole-day ride horse BA self ride DE sweat-all-over-head
'(He had been ridingthe whole day.) He got himself to ride until
he had sweat all over his head.'
Given the well-knownfact that the reflexive in Chinese must have a subject
as its antecedent, it is clear that the empty category in 58 is a subject.22
Finally, the contrast between 53-54 and 55-56 is analogous to the clear
contrast between 59 and 60:
(59) td xiao-si

le.

he laugh-dieASP
'He died laughing.'
(60) n(

xido-si

ti le.

you laugh-diehe ASP
'You caused him to die laughing.'
The subjecthoodof the first NP in the transitivesentence 60 can be established
quite simply by the fact that it can be deleted in an imperativeor under an
Equi verb:
(61) bie

xido-si

ren

le.

don't laugh-diepeople ASP
'Don't cause people to die laughing.'(Don't be ridiculous.)
(62) wo hdi bu xidng [PROxido-sS

ta].

laugh-diehe
still not want
'I still don't want to cause him to die laughing.'
In short, there is ample evidence that 9-10 each contain an implicit subject
whose referenceis distinctfromZhangsan, and as such they do not constitute
a bindingtheory violation underthe SP hypothesis.
I

5.2. THE ANALYSISOF CAUSATIVES.Sentences like 9-10 and 55-56 do raise

a question about how such sentences are to be analyzed in a propertheory of
thematic relationsand phrasestructure.In particular,note that predicateslike
zui 'drunk' and jidong 'excited' are normallyintransitivesthat take a single
animate argument,the subject. So sequences like *zhepingjiu zui-le wo 'This
bottle of wine got me drunk'are impossible.23The question is why in 55-56
such verbs take wines and events as their subjects and precede their 'logical
subjects' (Zhdngsan). The following sentences, where the 'logical objects'
21
This situation does not, of course, violate Condition C, since what we have here is an anaphor
bound by a zero pronoun. What is relevant for us is simply that where the pre-V2 NP is a name
or R-expression (as in 9 and 10), it is not coindexed with the pre-VI NP, so that 9-10 do not
constitute a violation of Condition C, and therefore present no problem for the SP hypothesis.
22 For more discussion of the referential properties of Chinese reflexives, see Y.-H. Huang 1984
and Tang 1987.
23 In Classical Chinese, certain intransitives of this sort do have a causative (and a noncausative)
meaning, as in jiiu bh zui ren, ren zi zui 'The wine doesn't get one drunk, but one gets drunk by
oneself.'
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occur as the subject of V1, pose a similarproblem:
(63) tade hua tfng de [wo xn-jfng-dadn-zhan].

his word hear DE I tremble-with-fear
'His words caused me (after hearingthem) to tremble with fear.'
(64) zhedun fan

chi de [Lfsi yi-mdo-bu-sheng].

meal eat DE Lisi one-dime-not-left
this
'This meal got Lisi completely broke (after eating it).'
The generalizationthat emerges from these sentences is that the causative
meaningis availableonly from the combinationof VI and V2 as a whole, not
from VI or V2 alone. This generalizationobviously also holds of verbal COMPOUNDS like xido-si 'laugh-die'exemplified in 59-60. In particular,the combinationxicio-si'laugh-die'can mean either 'to laugh until one dies' (59) or 'to
cause one to laugh until one dies' (60). However, xiao 'laugh' alone can only
have a noncausativeuse.24
Recall also that the difference between 53-54 and 55-56 is parallelto that
between 59 and 60. The predicatein 53, 'got so drunkas to be unableto stand
up', is inchoative, and the argumentZhiingsin is the Experiencer.The predicate in 55 is causative, taking 'this wine' as Causerand Zhdngsanas Causee.
Similarly,xido-si is inchoative in 59, taking an Experiencer,and causative in
60, takinga Causerand a Causee. Below are more causative examples, where
the membersof each pair do not differ semanticallyin any significantway.
(65) a. ni

qi-si

wo le.

you angry-dieI ASP
'You cause me to be angry to death.' (I.e., you piss me off.)
b. ni

qi

de [wo ban sl].

you angry DE I half die
'You caused me to be so angry as to be half dead.'
(66) a. zhhejidnshi

ku-hong-le LTsi de ydnjtng.

Lisi 's eyes
mattercry-red-ASP
this
'This matter "cried-red"Lisi's eyes.' (I.e., this matter caused
Lisi to cry until he got red eyes.)
b. zhejidn shi

ku de [L(si de ydnjfng hong le].

red ASP
mattercry DE Lisi 's eyes
this
(Same as (a).)
There are two SYNTACTIC differences, of course, between the (a) and (b) members here and between 59-60 and 53-56. The first is that xido-si 'laugh-die',
qi-si 'angry-die',and ku-hong'cry-red'are shortenoughto be treatedas a word
If used transitively,xiao can only mean 'to ridicule,laughat', not 'to cause one to laugh':
(i) td xiao-le.
he laugh-PERF
'He laughed.'
(ii) woxiao ta.
I laugh he
'1 laughed at him.'

24
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(a V?) each, whereas the predicates meaning '(cause to) become so drunkas
to be unable to stand up' (as in e.g. 55) are long sequences that have to be
treated as phrases. The other difference is that a short V1-V2 sequence may
be directly followed by a Causee argument(as in the (a) sentences above and
in 60), whereas a long V1-V2 sequence cannot. In the latter case, the Causee
argumentmust occur either between V1 and V2 (as in the (b) sentences above
and in 9-10 and 55-56), or else before the entire V1-V2 combinationas subject
of a passive sentence or as a preverbalobject with the prepositionbd:
de ban s(.
(67) wo bei nt qi
I by you anger DE half die
'I am pissed off by you to half death.'
de ban si.
(68) ni badwo qi
you BA I

anger DE half die

'You pissed me off to half death.'
Any theory that attempts to characterizesentences like 9-10 correctly in
relationto their 'inchoative'counterpartsmust, therefore,capture:(a) the generalizationthat the causative meaningarises from the combinationof V1 + V2
as a whole; (b) the semantic-thematicparallelismbetween lexical causativization (as in 60, 65a, and 66a) and phrasalcausativization(as in 55-56, 65b,
and 66b); and (c) the syntactic differences between them. To these ends I
propose to analyze inchoativeresultativeconstructionslike 53-54 as having a
D-Structureof the form in Fig. 4, and causative sentences like 9-10 and 5556 as having a D-Structureof the form in Fig. 5.25
S

NPI

S

VP

V

VI

V

NP2

SlAP

A\

(pro)

VI

SlAP

//\\

V2

NP1: Agent/Experiencer
VI: Action/State
V2: Result/Extent
FIGURE4.

VP

NP1

(pro)

V2

NPI: Causer
NP2: Patient/Causee
VI: Action
V2: Result/Extent
FIGURE5.

25
The idea that certainresultativeconstructionsare causativesis first due to Li Wang,who in
his early work simplyidentifiedall resultativesas causatives.In Wang1958,sentences havingthe
form in Fig. 4 are (correctly)takento be noncausatives.But since he seemed to assume that only
those resultativeswhose VI is transitivearecausativein meaning,his new definitionof the causative
constructionwas too narrow,excludingsentences like 9-10. My claim is that any resultativeof
the formrepresentedby Fig. 5 is transitivelycausative,thoughnot a sentenceof the formin Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 differsfrom Fig. 5 in that in Fig. 4 the V' (V-single-bar)is intransitive,
whereasin Fig. 5 the V' is transitive,havingan objectexternalto V' but internal
to VP. This distinctionparallelsthat between an intransitiveV?and a transitive
V?. So these D-Structuresparallelthose of sentences 59-60:
le]].
(69) [s ta [vp [vo xiao-si]
he
laugh-die ASP

'He laughedto death.'
(70) [s ni [vp [vo xiao-si]

tai le]].

laugh-diehim ASP
you
'You caused him to laugh to death.'
The maindifferencebetween Figs. 4-5 andthe structures69-70 is that, whereas
in the latter the V1-V2 combinationmakes up a V?, in Figs. 4-5 it makes up
a V'-phrase. One other differencebetween these structuresis that whereas the
object of V?follows the verb (as does ti 'him' in 70), the object of V' precedes
the V' (as does NP2 in Fig. 5). I assume that Fig. 5 gives the rightD-Structure
position of the externalobject NP2, in conformitywith the generalword-order
patternsof Chinese-in particular,the fact that the languageis primarilyheadfinal except for the lowest level of VP or PP expansion.26Abstractingaway
from this differencein the position of the object, the structuresposited in Figs.
4-5 then parallelthose of 69-70. The differencebetween Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 also
parallels that between the D-Structures69-70: it lies in whether an external
argumenthas been 'internalized'by a Causer. Ex. 70 is a case of lexical causativization,wherebythe additionof the CausernT'you'internalizesthe subject
of 69, ta 'he', makingit a Causee in 70. Fig. 5 represents a case of phrasal
causativization,which internalizesthe NP1 of Fig. 4.27 This analysis correctly
captures an importantobservationof Li 1963and Zhu 1982,who indicatethat
the NP immediatelyprecedingV2 can be understoodas the patientof the action
denoted by the VI + V2 combination,but often not as the subject of V2 (more
on this below).
Consider now only the (transitive)causative structure.The D-Structureof
55, for example, is depicted in Fig. 6. The structureis on a par with that of
71:
26This explainswhy, in general,verbsandprepositionsmayeach be followedby one constituent
only, thoughthey maybe precededby severalconstituents.For a fullerdescriptionof this particular
aspectof Chinesewordorder,see Huang1982.Forfurtherdiscussionandvery interestingattempts
to derive it from principlesof the Governmentand Bindingtheory, see Koopman 1984, Travis
1984,and Li 1985.
27 The internalizationof an externalargumentfrom the structurein Fig. 4 into that in Fig. 5
seems to be a relativelyrecentdevelopmentin the long historyof the Chineselanguage.Mei 1986
cites extensive textualevidence showingthat what is commonlyused today as a (transitive)causative(e.g. ni-si 'drown-die',shao-si'burn-die')couldonly be usedinchoativelyin ArchaicChinese.
Incidentally,in some of the cases underdiscussion,one mightadoptthe 'unaccusativehypothesis' (Perlmutter1978;cf. Burzio 1985)and assume that the subjectof the intransitiveis in fact
the object of an unaccusativeverb or V whose subject is expletive. The differencebetween 59
and 60 is not unlike that between The window broke and John broke the window. In such cases,

of course, we do not speak of internalization,but only of the additionof an externalargument.
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(71) zhepingjiu zui-dao-le
Zhangsan.
this
wine drunk-fall-PERF
Zhangsan
'This bottle of wine got Zhangsanso drunkthat he fell.'
s

NP1

/

VP

INFL

V

\NP2

VI

zheping jiui
wine
this

S'

de
Zhangsan zui
Zhangsan drunk DE

Pro zhan-bu-qildi
can't-stand-up

'This wine got Zhangsanso drunkthat he couldn'tstand up.'
FIGURE 6.

That is, in both Fig. 6 and ex. 71, zhepingjiu is the Causer, and Zhangsianis
the Experiencer/Causee.Since zui-ddo 'drunk-fall'is a zero-level category, it
can assign Case to Zhangsan, so the latter may occur directly after the whole
compound in 71. However, since the theta-markerof Zhingsan in Fig. 6 is a
V'-phrase, it does not assign Case to this external object. One of the things
that can happento Fig. 6 is that the V1 may be moved into INFL,where it then
assigns Accusative Case to Zhangsan, assumingthat Case-assignmentis rightward in Chinese (following Li 1985, Koopman 1984, and Travis 1984). The
result of V-raisingis 72, the S-Structurerepresentationfor the phonetically
identical 55:
(72) zhepingjiu [INFL ZUi

this

wine

de]i [vp Zhcngsan

drunkDE

Zhangsan

[v ti [s' pro zhdn-bu-qlidi]]].

can't-stand-up
V-movementis not the only way to allow Zhangsan in Fig. 6 to have Case.
Insertion of the prepositionba directly before NP2 also gives a good result:
(73) zhepingjiu [vp ba Zhangsan [v zui
de [s pro zhdn-bu-qildi]]].
this
wine BA Zhangsan drunkDE
can't-stand-up
All the other causative sentences we have seen may have similargrammatical
ba-forms. Still another way for NP2 to get Case is to move to the subject
positionof the entiresentence, where it gets Nominative,underpassivization:28
28

Sentence67 in the text is anotherexampleof Caseassignmentunderpassive. Not all causatives
may have a grammaticalpassive form, however. Some speakersdo not accept 74, and sentences
like 63-64 in the text cannotbe turnedinto passives:
(i)

*1U1 hei 1ti'e hu
h 'i

I

17g' de .\'iinjig-dn -cI.ihu.
tremble-wilh-fear
by his words hear Dwn
'I was caused to tremble with fear by his words from hearing them.'
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(74) Zhangsdni bei zhepingjiu [vp ti [v zui

de

drunkDE
wine
Zhangsan by this
[s' pro zhdn-bu-qldi]]].
can't-stand-up
'Zhangsanwas made so drunkby this wine that he couldn't stand
up.'

Note that in 72 Zhangsan does not occur in the subject position of the V2,
'can't standup', but in a positionexternalto V', where it controls
zhan-bu-qWlai
the PROsubject of V2. It is this control relationthat gives one the impression
that Zhaingsainis the subject of V2, which led previous generativeanalyses to
postulate a direct subject-predicaterelationshipbetween them (e.g. Huang &
Mangione 1985, Mei 1978, Huang 1982,Tang 1977).Accordingto earlieranalyses, the NP is directly posited as the subject of V2 in D-Structure.55 would
have the structure75:
(75) zhepingjiu zui de [Zhangsanzhan-bu'-qildi].
wine drunkDE Zhangsan can't-stand-up
this
Under such an analysis, the ba-form 73 and the passive form 74 would be
derived by movingZhangsainout of the lower clause, as an instanceof subjectraising;the relationbetween the subjectposition of V2 and Zhangsianis therefore one of movement. However, under the analysis proposed here it is a
relation of control.
The analysis proposed here thus accounts for the es5.3. CONSEQUENCES.

sential facts concerning9-10 and their inchoativecounterpartsin the following
manner.First, in postulatingD-Structureslike Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, 1 have assumed
that sentences like 9-10 are associated with hierarchicalthematicgrids (in the
sense of Stowell 1981),wherebythematicroles are assignedcompositionallythe external object by the V'-phraseas a whole, and the subject by the entire
VP as a whole. This captures the generalizationthat the causative meaning
(the presence of the external subject) is the result of compositionaltheta assignment by the V1 +V2 combinationas a whole. Secondly, the parallelism
between lexical causativizationand phrasalcausativizationis capturedby the
assumption that sentences with inchoative or causative phrases are derived
from structuresidenticalto those for inchoativeor causativecompoundsexcept
for a difference in category-rank:V' vs. V?. Finally, the difference between
lexical and phrasalcausativeswith respect to the positionof the externalobject
is derived from Case theory: in the case of a causative compoundthe object
receives Case to the rightof the compound,whereas in the case of a causative
phrase VI is raisedto the left of the externalobject to assign Case to the latter.
An importantfeature of this analysis is the postulationof external objects
(ii)

XLi. /hi lwdiut,fun cli* di' yi- tido-hu-. l'n.
meal eat I)I one-dime-not-left
Lisi by this
ILisiwas caused to he broke by this meal after eating it.'

In the active sentences 63-64 the subjectis a Patientas Causer,semanticallyunderstoodas the
Patient of 'hear' and 'eat'. The fact that such sentences cannot be turned into the Passive is
reminiscentof the 1-AdvancementExclusivenessLaw of RelationalGrammar.
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within VP. This requiresa slight enrichmentof the theory of thematicgrids so
that, contraryto what is often assumed, there may be two or more than two
external argumentsin the thematic grid of a lexical item. This does not seem
an undesirableresult, and it is actually supportedby other facts. For example,
Belletti & Rizzi 1986 argue that sentences with psychological verbs have DStructuresin which both the internaland the external argumentsoriginatein
VP. WithinChomsky's 1986extended X'-theory, the category VP should also
have an external argumentposition, SPECof VP. The 'external object' (NP2)
postulated in Fig. 5 may be considered an instantiationof the SPECof VP position. In English, several linguistshave arguedthat the subject of a sentence
originates as SPECof VP but moves to the subject position under S (or IP) to
get Case (Kuroda 1986, Fukui 1986, Koopman & Sportiche 1985, etc.). This
movement is possible only where the SPEC of IP is expletive in D-Structure,
since movement into a theta-positionwould lead to a violation of the Thetacriterion(Chomsky 1981).However, if there is anotherway to Case-markthe
externalargumentin VP, movementto SPECof IP need not occur, and the SPEC
of IP can, in principle,have an independenttheta-role.When both the SPECof
VP and the SPEC of IP have independenttheta-roles, we have two external
argumentswithinthe thematicgridof a verb. This happenswithpersuade-type
control sentences, as arguedin Larson 1987.Larsonadoptsan early suggestion
made in Chomsky 1955,assumingthat at D-StructureBill is the externalobject
(i.e.

SPEC of

VP) of the sequence persuade PROto go in 76, rather than an object

of persuade alone:
(76) [1p John [10-ed] [vp Bill [v' persuade [PRO to go]]]]
In this structure,movementof Bill to the SPEC of IP position is ruled out. But
persuade may be raised into INFL, where it then Case-marksBill, giving John
persuadedBill to go. This is what I suggest also happensin Chinese causatives
like 72.
The existence of an external object in VP is also supportedby other facts.
It is well known that in Chinese there are two kinds of 'compounds'that have
the internalstructureof [verb+ object]. One kindof V +0 compoundmay take
a postverbalobject:
(77) a. Zhdngsan hen zhu-yi
zhejian shi.
matter
Zhangsan very pay-attentionthis
'Zhangsanhas paid much attentionto this matter.'
b. Zhangsan hen dan-xin Lfsi.
Zhangsan very carry-heartLisi
'Zhangsanis very worriedabout Lisi.'
But the other kind does not:
(78) a. *Zhangsan[buo-pi] -le juzi.
Zhangsan peel-skin-ASPorange
'Zhangsanpeeled the orange.'
b. *wo [bang-piao]-leta.
I

tie-ticket-ASP him

'I kidnappedhim.'
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Other examples of the latter class includekai-dao ('open-knife')'operate on',
kii-wdnxiao 'make fun of, dd-erguing ('hit-ear') 'slap', chi-chli ('eat-vinegar')

'be jealous of. The sentences in 78 are ill-formednot because they can take
no objects, but because their objects must occur preverballyor between the
verb and the internalobject of the V +O combination:
(79) a. wo bd ti badng-lepido.
I BA him tie-AsP ticket

'I kidnappedhim.'
b.ta

bei wo bdng-le piao.
he by me tie-AsP ticket

'He was kidnappedby me.'
c. wo badng-letd pido.

I

tie-AsP him ticket
'I kidnappedhim.'
The relationship between td 'him' in these sentences to the combination
bang+pido clearly parallelsthat between the postverbalobjects of 77 and the
compoundsprecedingthem. This is why Chinese grammarianshave described
all of these V+O combinationsas verb-object compounds. But why should
the second group of V +0 compoundsdisallow postverbalobjects? The most
plausibleanswer is that these V +0 combinationsare really V' phrases which
take externalobjects,29while those of the first grouphave evolved into genuine
compounds. The D-Structureof the sentences in 79 is 80:
(80) [wdsoo[vpta [v bdng-le pido]]]
I

him

tie-Asp ticket

Since bdng-lepido is a V', it does not assign Case, so 78b is ill-formed.Case
may be assigned to the external object underba-insertion (as in 79a), or passivization (as in 79b), or underV-movementof bdng-leto 1?(as in 79c). Notice
that the derivationof 79a-b parallels that of the causative sentences 73-74,
and 79c parallels72. The sentence 79c may be furtherconverted to 81, where
the externalobject has been reanalyzedas a genitive phraseof the NP headed
by pido 'ticket', triggeringinsertionof the prenominalmodifiermarkerde:
(81) wo bdng-le td-de pido.
I tie-ASP his ticket

'I kidnappedhim.' (lit. I tied his ticket.)
Although ta-de 'his' now occurs as a SPECof NP, it is not an element in the

functional complex (argumentstructure) of the noun pido 'ticket'. It is a
'pseudo-possessive' phraseof the NP td-de pido.
This analysis provides a straightforwardexplanationfor an otherwise peculiarfact of binding.As observedin C.-R. Huang 1987,the genitiveta-de 'his'
in 82 must be disjointin referencefrom the subject Zhdngsan.
(82) Zhangsan bdng-le td-de pido.
Zhangsan tie-ASP his ticket

'Zhangsankidnappedhim.'
This is what Thompson1973alreadysuggested, thoughshe did not go beyond this point to
explain the systematicdifferencesbetween the two groupsof 'compounds'.
29
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In other contexts, genitive pronounsare in general not subject to this restriction: Zhangsan kdnjian-le td-de shu 'Zhangsan saw his book' allows the pro-

noun to take Zhangsan as its antecedent. (Cf. also John pulled his leg. vs.
John saw his book.) This fact directlyfollows from our analysis, as a result of
the hypothesis that the genitive NP in 82 is, prior to reanalysis, an external
when the relevantbindingprinciple
object of V' and a clausemateof Zhangsaiin
applies. This is parallelto a similarfact of causative sentences like 83, where
disjointness is requiredbetween ta and Zhangsatn:
(83) Zhangsan ku de ta hen shangxin.

Zhangsan cry DEhe very sad
'Zhangsancried so much that he (not Zhangsan)became very
sad.'
This again follows directlyfrom the idea that ta is an external object of ku de
hen shdngxtn, at least when the disjoint reference principleapplies.30
Another piece of evidence for our analysis comes from the occurrence of
sentences where NP2 clearly does not belong to the functionalcomplex of V2.
In early Mandarinand in the speech of many northernMandarinspeakers,
examples of the following kind are well attested:
(84) Zhangsan piping

de wo zui

xiong.

Zhangsan cricitize DEI most fiercely
'Zhangsancriticized me most fiercely.'
(85) Cuining yi-lu

mdi jiu

mdi shi, fengcheng de td hdo.

DEhe well
Cuining one-way buy wine buy food please
'Cuining1boughtwine andfood all the way, andpleased him2well.'
In 84 wo 'I' clearly does not participatein the argumentstructureof 'most
fiercely', and in 85 'he' and 'well' do not form a clause. In both cases, the NP
can be interpretedas the externalobject of the V' meaning'criticizedfiercely'
or 'pleased well' in accordance with our analysis, but would pose important
difficultiesfor an analysisthat takes NP2 as the subjectof V2 at D-Structure.31
PREDICATION
SECONDARY

6. We have seen that all three argumentsthat have been producedfor the
PP hypothesis turn out not to supportthat hypothesis, and that the facts that
they turn on can be plausibly accounted for in a way consistent with the traditional SP hypothesis. Now I turnto some positive argumentsin favor of this
latter hypothesis.
The first argumenthas to do with backwardanaphorain Chinese. In Huang
1982 it is shown that an overt pronouncannot occur as the possessive of an
30
The disjointreferencerequirementin 83 can be accountedfor in a frameworkthat takes ta
as the subjectof V2 at D-Structure.Thiscan be donewithS'-Deletion,fromwhichdisjointreference
follows, exactly as in John believeshim to be honest. But the S'-Deletionaccountdoes not extend
to sentences like 82 or Englishsentences like John pulled his leg.
31 As suggestedby Mei 1987,it is possible that in a DERIVED STRUCTURE the NP2 does occur in
the subjectpositionof V2 (yet anotherpositionwhere it can get Case). This wouldthen be a case
of a 'pseudo-subject',echoingthe occurrenceof the 'pseudo-possessive'phrasesthat we saw in
81.
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NP c-commandingits antecedent (as in 86-87), but can be the possessive of
the subject NP of an adverbialclause or sententialsubject (as in 88-89):
(86) *tddei meimei hen xihudn Zhdngsdni.

his sister very like Zhangsan
'His sister likes Zhangsan.'
(87) *tddei meimei shuo Zhdngsdni shui-zhio le.

his sister say Zhangsan sleep-on ASP
'His sister said that Zhangsanwas asleep.'
(88) tade meimei yi

hui

Zhangsan jiui ku.

ddojid,

his sister once returnto home Zhangsan then cry
'As soon as his sister arrivedhome, Zhangsanstarted to cry.'
(89) tade meimei mei de jiadngshi

Zhangsan hen shengqi.

his sister not get prize make Zhangsan very angry
'That his sister did not get a prize made Zhangsanvery angry.'
As argued in Huang 1982, the difference between 86-87 and 88-89 can be
captured by reference to the relative height of the pronoun in relation to its
antecedent. In 86-87, the NP which immediatelycontains the pronoun'his' ccommandsthe antecedent,but in 88-89 the pronounis one step furtherembedded, since the NP immediatelycontainingthe pronoun'his' c-commandsonly
the rest of the sententialsubject or adverbialclause, but does not c-command
the antecedent Zhangsan.32Now, consider a resultativesentence like 90:
(90) tddelCmciinei

qi

de Zhangsan

z.hi

fadou.

his sister angry DE Zhangsan straighttremble
a. 'His sister was so angry that Zhangsantrembledall over |with
feari.'

b. 'His sister caused Zhangsanto be so angry that he trembledall
over lwith anger.'
This sentence is grammaticalwith two meanings, but only with the interpretation that 'his sister' does not refer to Zhangsan'ssister. Now, accordingto
the PP hypothesis, this fact is unexpected,since 'his sister' wouldbe the subject
of an adverbialexactly as it is in 88, or the subject of a sentential subject as
32
The relative well-formednessof 88-89 can be broughtout more clearly if the sentences are
comparedto those in which 'his sister' is replacedby 'he'. So, for example, in contrastto 89, (i)
does not permitreferentialdependenceof ta 'he' on Zh&ngs&n:

(i)

ta mei de jidng shi

Zhangsan hen shengqi.

he not get prize make Zhangsanvery angry
'Thathe didn't win the prize made Zhangsanvery angry.'
In this sentence the pronounis less deeply embeddedthanin 89. My pointhere is that although
embeddinga pronounas the possessive of a subordinateclause subjectmakescoreferencepossible
(as in 88-89),embeddingit as the possessive of a mainclause subjectdoes not (since 86-87are no
betterthanthose in which'his sister'is replacedby 'he'). The relevantrestrictionthatwas proposed
in Huang1982to accountfor this rangeof facts is thatan overt pronouncannot'cyclic-c-command'
its antecedent.Roughly,in our examples,a cyclic-c-commands,Bif and only if the minimalcyclic
category containinga c-commands,B.For an improvementalong similarlines, see Teng 1985. It
should be addedthat there are speakerswho do not even accept the coreferencereadingof 88-89
and cannotdistinguishbetween86-87and 88-89. For such speakers,of course, this argumentdoes
not obtain.
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it is in 89. The SP hypothesis correctly predicts this pattern, however, since
'his sister' would be a mainclause subjectc-commandingZhingsan as it does
in 86-87. The facts surrounding86-89 concerning backward pronominal
anaphorathus provide a positive argumentfor our hypothesis.
A second argumentis availablefrom facts concerningthe scope of negation
and questions. In the foregoingdiscussion we saw that, althoughV1 in a descriptive or resultativeconstructioncannot be directlyprecededby bc or itself
occur in A-not-A form, pre-Vi negationor questioningis possible if there is a
'supporting'element like you 'have', shi 'be', and neng 'can'. The relevant
examples are 30-31, repeatedbelow:
(30) a.

td mei-yo5u pdo de hen kuai.
he not-have run DE very fast

'He did not runfast.'
b.

ta bu-shi padode hen kuai.

he not-be run DE very fast
'It is not the case that he runs fast.'
c.

td bci-hui padode hen kudi.

he not-willrun DE very fast
'He will not runfast.'
(31) a.

td you-mei-you

padode hen kudi?

he have-not-haverun DE very fast
'Did he runfast?'
b.

td shi-bu-shi pdo de hen kudi?

he be-not-be run DE very fast
'Is it the case that he runs/ranfast?'
c.

td neng-bu-neng pdo de hen kudi?

he can-not-can run DE very fast
'Can he run fast?'

In each of these sentences, the scope of the negation or A-not-A element extends over the entire stringto its rightincluding,in particular,V2.33Given the
standardassumptionthat scope is determinedby c-command,this fact is consistent with the SP hypothesis, because in each case the negation or A-not-A
morphemeappearsin mainclause INFL, where it c-commandsboth VI and V2;
but it is inconsistent with most versions of the PP hypothesis. In particular,
the sequences ta mei-you pao de in 30a or ta y6u-mei-y6u pao de in 31a (and
similarsequences)cannotbe analyzedas a sententialsubjector adverbialclause
below V2 in accordancewith the PP theory, because in that case the relevant
negative or interrogativeelement c-commandsonly VI but not V2.34
Thirdly, there is also evidence for this analysis derivablefrom a fairly well
known constrainton VP structurein the language.As describedin Huang 1982,
this constraintprevents a Chinese VP from containing,in postverbalposition,
33This is reflectedin the Englishtranslations.Thatthe scope of negation'extendsover the entire
stringto its rightis also evidenced in the followingsentence:
(i)

td mei-you pdo de bi

renhe ren

kudi.

he not-haverun DE than any person fast
'He doesn't runfaster than anybody.'
Here the negativepolarityitem 'anybody'is clearlyaffected by the negation,as it is interpreted
existentially.
34See also Li 1985for a similarargumentfor the SP analysis.
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both an INNER COMPLEMENTsuch as an object and an OUTER COMPLEMENT such
as a resultative or descriptive expression or a frequency or durationphrase.
The following examples are ill-formedbecause they contain such structures:
(91) a. *ta nian shu de hen kudi.
he read book DE very fast
b. *ta nidn shu de hen lei.
he read book DE very tired
c. *ta nian shu le sdnge zhongtou.
he read book ASP three hours
d. ta nian shu le liang ci.
he read book ASP two times
These sentences can be saved if the directobject 'book' (the innercomplement)
is preposed or otherwise removed from postverbal position. Another way to
save the sentences is to reduplicatethe verb after the direct object, so that
only one sort of complementfollows the verb at a time.
(92) a. td nian shu nidn de hen kudi.
he read book read DE very fast
'He reads books fast.'
b. ta nian shu nian de hen lei.
he read book read DE very tired
'He read books until he got tired.'
c. td nian shii nian le sange zhongtou.
he read book read ASP three hours
'He read books for three hours.'
d. ta nian shu nian le lidng ci.
he read book read ASP two times
'He read books twice.'
There are a numberof other facts apparentlyrelated to this constraint, construed in Huang 1982as a descriptivegeneralization.35A crucial aspect of this
constraintis that it appliesspecificallyto VP syntax, in particularto postverbal
elements in VP. Crucially,there is no similarrestrictionthat necessitates verb
reduplicationfollowing a sententialsubject or an adverbialadjunct:
(93) [ta kdn zheben shu] (*kdn)bu hdo.
he read this
book read not good
'That he reads this book is not good.'
(94) ta yong gunzi (*yong) dd-le ren.
he use

stick

use

hit-PERFperson

'He hit someone with a stick.'
35 It is doubtful that such a constraint has an independent theoretical status. Koopman 1984,
Travis 1984, and Li 1985 have shown that part of what the constraint covers may be derived from
Chomsky's 1981 Case theory and Theta theory coupled with a parameter of the directionality of
Case- or theta-assignment. The remainder might be derived in a modular manner from other sources.
Ernst 1986 suggests that the reduplication in descriptive and resultative constructions may be
explained by the assumption that the particle de must be cliticized to a verb. But this explanation
does not account for the similar facts in frequency and duration constructions like 91c-d and 92
c-d, or for the ungrammaticality of *td nian-le shu Iiang ci, for 'S/he read the books twice'.
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This means that both the descriptive and the resultative phrases (each containingV2 in the relevantexamples)must be construedas postverbalelements
with respect to V1, in accordance with the SP hypothesis. A PP analysis in
terms of any of the structures in Fig. 1 would not be able to capture this
constraint.
The SP hypothesis receives additionalevidence from the ambiguityof sentences like 95 (due to Zhu 1982):
(95) ti zheng de hen lcn.

he steams DE very soft
(a) 'He steamed (it) very soft.'
(b) 'Whathe steamed is very soft.'
This fact argues against Chao's 1968 PP analysis, accordingto which 95 has
one single structure:the sequence ti zheng de is analyzed as a free relative
functioningas the subjectof the entire sentence, and hen lIn is the main verb.
However, since each lexical elementin 95 is lexically unambiguous,it is wrong
to give the sentence only one structuralanalysis, with the nominalizingde and
the resultativede identifiedas one and the same particle. Accordingto the SP
analysis, on the other hand, 95 has two structures. In one structurede is a
nominalizermarkingthe precedingsequence as a free relative clause subject,
and the sentence has the meaning95b, with 'very soft' being the main verb.
In the other structure'very soft' is a secondary predicate and 'steam' is the
main verb, and the sentence has the meaning95a. The ambiguityof 95 thus
argues for the SP analysis.36
Finally, there is an importantpiece of phonological evidence for the SP
analysis, due primarilyto Chen's 1986work on Xiamen (Amoy) tone sandhi.
Chen observes that Xiamensentences like the followingare ambiguousin their
written form:
(96) i cao kha kin.
he run more fast
a. 'He runs faster.'
b. 'It would be faster for him to run.'
In spoken form, however, the sentence is not ambiguous. If the VI 'run' is
spoken with a sandhi tone (phoneticallyhigh even), the sentence means 'He
runs faster' (96a), but if it is spoken with a citation tone (phonetically high
falling), then it means 96b. Why does tone sandhi happenin one case but not
36

One might try to maintain the PP analysis for 95 by claiming that it has only one surface

structure(a free relativeas its subjecttaking'very soft' as its main verb) and that the ambiguity
arises because the empty head of the free relativecan referto 'the thing'or 'the extent'. In other
words,95 mightbe the resultof deletingthe headof a relativizedNP fromtwo possibleD-Structures,
meaningeither 'The thing that he steamed is very soft' (i.e. 95b), and 'The extent to which he
steamed (it) is very soft' (i.e. 95a). However, this assumptionis untenablein view of the widely
accepted principleof recoverabilityof deletion. Althougha free relativemay in generalbe formed
by deleting a head if an NP ARGUMENT iS relativized,such a process is impossibleif an ADJUNCT
is relativized.Thus, both mai shu de 'the personwho boughtthe book' and wo mdi de 'the thing
which I bought'are well formed,but sequences like *w6 mdi shu de or *w6 idi de (intendedfor
'the time I boughtthe book' or 'the means by which I came') are not.
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the other? There is sufficientevidence (fromChen 1986, Cheng 1973)that the
single most importantprinciplegoverning the applicabilityof tone sandhi in
this languageis that a majorphraseboundaryblocks the immediatelypreceding
tone from undergoingtone sandhi.This argues stronglyfor the hypothesis that
96 has the two structuresgiven in Fig. 7, correspondingto the two meanings.
That is, 96a has a structureof secondarypredicationwhere the main verb cao
'run' is not immediatelyfollowed by a majorphrasalboundary,but 96b has a
structureof primarypredicationwhere cao appearsat the end of a sentential
subject taking 'faster' as its main verb. The SP hypothesis must be correct,
then, for the reading96a.
a.

b.

S
NP

VP

V

S

AP

S

i

cao

kha kin

i

he

run

more fast

he run

cao

VP

kha

kin

more fast

FIGURE 7.

Chen's argumentfrom Xiamen can be duplicatedin Mandarinby reference
to the well-knownrule of ThirdTone Sandhi,which changes a thirdtone into
a second tone in the environmentof a following third tone. As shown in Shih
of this ruleis limitedby syntacticandcertainprosodicfactors.
1985,the DOMAIN
Accordingto Shih, the tone sandhirule need not apply across a subject-predicate boundary,though in VP-internalposition the rule must apply regardless
of the tempo of speech. Now, the following sentence, with an underlyingtone
sequence 1 3 3 4, mustbe spokenwith the tone pattern1 2 3 4 underthe meaning 97a, thoughthis change of the first tone 3 into tone 2 is optionalin the case
of 97b:
(97) ta pao hen kuai.
Underlyingtone sequence:
he run very fast
/1 3 3 4/
a. 'He runs very fast.'
Surface tone sequence:
[1 2 3 4]; *[1 3 3 4].
b. 'For him to run is fast.'
Surface tone sequence:
[1 3 3 4]; [1 2 3 4].
It seems, then, that all the availableevidence we have favors a traditional
analysis of 1-3 accordingto which VI ratherthan V2 is the main verb.
SUMMARY

7. In this paper I have juxtaposed two well-known hypotheses about the
phrase structureof descriptive and resultative constructions, and concluded
that the traditionalhypothesis taking VI to be the main verb is more nearly
correct. I reviewedthree argumentsthathave been producedfor the hypothesis
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that V2 is the mainverb;these turnon (a) the distributionof A-not-A questions
and bi-negation, (b) the distributionof the -le suffix, and (c) the occurrence
of sentences which appearto violate a generalprincipleof binding.These facts
were shown not to providea cogent argumentfor the PP hypothesis, however,
as in each case the facts have an explanationconsistent with the traditional
SP hypothesis. Finally, a numberof other argumentswere added in support
of SP.
On the more substantiveside, what this paper has done is offer an analysis
for a numberof facts that are interestingboth in their own right and because
they seem to present problemsfor the analysis of descriptive and resultative
constructions.Except for -le suffixation,furthermore,it seems that these facts
may find a unified explanationin terms of V-movement. Assuming that the
negative markerbu is properlycontainedin INFLand that it must be attached
to the first following V, V-movementexplains why VI cannot be negated by
bu or occur in A-not-A form. It also enables one to derive you-le alternation
in a desirableway. In addition, V-movementcreates causative structureslike
9-10, explainingaway an apparentcounterexampleto BindingTheory and capturinga heretoforeunnoticeddifferencebetween such causative sentences and
their noncausativecounterparts.
The phrase structureof constructionsconsideredhere is an importantissue,
because each analysis has consequences that extend over the rest of the grammar. The issue is importantfor a properunderstanding,not only of Mandarin
and other Chinese languages, but also of other (unrelated)languages in Asia
and elsewhere. The degeneracy of overt inflectional markingsof verbs and
other morphologicalclues in such languagesmakes the problemof identifying
the main verb an especially interestingone-precisely because the answer is
not at all obvious. The two hypotheses discussed here represent the various
criteriathat linguistshave come up with in an attemptto approachthe question.
What I have argued in this paper is that proponents of PrimaryPredication
have drawnupon the wrongcriteriafor an answer, and that an analysis in terms
of Secondary Predicationis more likely to be right.
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